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The People
Around the base of the temple is a large number of shrines, each
lofty, beautiﬁed by carved woodwork and towering pinnacles, richly embellished with gilding and coloured inlay, and each worthy
itself to be a separate temple. Fantastic images and carved balustrades connect the various shrines with each other and with the great
temple itself, and from ornamental pedestals spring conventional
representations of the sacred tree of Buddha, delicately wrought in
iron. Tall ﬂagstaff’s, 60 or 80 feet high, surmounted by emblematical ﬁgures or representations of the Brahminy duck, ﬂoat their long
streamers in the wind, while the sound of tinkling bells descends
from the “ tis “ with which every pinnacle is crowned. Surrounding
all is a broad platform fringed with shops and other buildings, for
the Burmese love their pagoda, and many spend their days here, and
the necessities of life must be provided.
Nowhere in all Burma may a better idea of the Burmese be obtained
than on this pagoda platform. At all times of the day it is thronged
by people, not only from Rangoon, but from all parts of the country,
who come to pray or wonder at its beauty. At the shrines, in which
are always one or more images of Buddha, groups of devout Burmans pray. Lighted candles burn before the images, while the worshippers, among whom it will be noticed women predominate, bear
ﬂowers in their hands, which before their departure they reverently
lay upon the niche in which the “ Master “ is enshrined.
These ﬂowers and coloured candles are sold upon the platform,
leading up to which are several covered staircases, which form the
best bazaar in Rangoon, as in the shops on either side of the ascent

